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Teohnioal Note No. Aero.2278

Dooamber, 1955

ROYAL AIRMUFT 8TABLIBSIiWT. PA& ROU(

Flight Measurements of the Oscillatory Spin

of a Fighter Aircraft (Vapire 5)

by

D. R. Dennis

R.A.E. Ref: Aero F/1352

K.0.S. Ref: AilA:flLi/B9

A Vampire Mk.5 was instrumentated and spun to determine the
characteristics of the spin and recovery.

All spins were of two or four turns duration; normally entered spins
were steep and oscillatory with large rolling and pitching oscillations
present. The most violent oscillations oocurrod in the spins at 20,000 ft
altitude, spins at 35,000 ft were less oscillatory and spins in which
anti-spin aileron was applied were almost steady.

The peak angular velocity of the fuselage axis, applying a gyroscopic
couple to the engine, was measured as 2.35 rads/soc in a spin at 20,000 ft

I altitude.

Recovery from four turn spins, by normal reoovery action, was always

satisfactory; but with rudder only centralised instead of reversed,
recovery was doubtful.

The space attitude and motion was deduced from the spin records and
I some observations made as to the main features of the osoillatins.
tI

I _ _ _
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I Intrduotio

The Do Havilland Vampire Mk*5 is a single seat jet propelled fighter
aircraft in service with the R.A.Pi.

To cover the case of an acoidental spin in service all fighter type
aircraft are required to be able to recover from two turn spins and Service
training requires that the pilots practice two turn spins in order to
familiarize themselves with spin and reoovery teohnlique. Intensive prac-
tise spinning of Vampire 5's was proposed by the Air MWistry and it was
required that the spin and reoovory charaoteristic of the aircraft

* should be fully investigated at the R.A.E.

The primary object of the tests was to measure the aircraft angular
velocities and accelerations in the spin. In addition the opportunity
was taemn to investigate other aspects of the spins. Spins were made
with various oontrol configurations at three different altitudes; and
the recovery from the spin was investigated using different control
movements.

2 DescrArtion of Arcrxat

2.1 Aro2=azdIos

A general arrangement draring and data sheet for the aircraft is
presented in figure 1. The aircraft has a wing loading of 39.4 Ib/sq ft.
The twin boom fuselage is of elliptical section and the tailplane spins
the booms in a position below the ruddors such that the 'inside' rudder
in the spin is shielded (i.e. starboard rudder in a spin to starboard).

2.2 L ading of Aircraft (FIal Fu.)

The aircraft was weighed with all fuel tanIs full, 200 lbs ballast
in the seat to represent the pilot and with all test equipment installed
in the empty asmniition bays. (The particular aircraft Vampire VZ835
used in these tests was also fitted with an ejector seat.) Sufficient
measurements wore made to enable the position of the contre of gravity
to be calculated.

The inertia loading of the aircraft was obtained fron firms
calculations as detailed in following table 1.

TABE 1
Aircaft !einht ar inertias (full fuel)

, VZ835 Iasied Oalculated from

(Full Auel) __ a___e_ firms data

Weight 10,283 ,, ,,

C.Gr. position 0.625 ft aft
U/oap from of datum

* O.G. datum (29- .A, C.) _

Pitching moment Peduct ion of weight
of inertia. B - 224,000 and inertias with

lbs/ft 2 fuel oons'.wption
Rolling moen obtained by oulcula-
of inertia. A 345,700 tien based on firm

S- data
z='.g moment 3 ze=tis at spins
f, . - 523 -gvn ta
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2.21 Estimation of Loa1ina at SPIA

During the olib to sping height the fuel used oaused an appreoiablu
reduction in tho weight and inertias of the aircaft. Fuel was mainly
oonsumed from the wing tsnks thus primarily reducing the rolling momant
of inertia, A.

Therefore just before spins the pilot noted the amount of fuel eon-
su*de from the tanks and this figure was used to calculate the reduotiu
in weight and inartias from the full fuel oondition. The oaloulatod
loadings of the aircraft at eoh spin are inoluded in the sumuarised
spin results of table 3.

3 Measurements Made

3.1 Aircraft Instruentatim

The instrumantaticn dotailod in the following table 2 was installod
in the aircraft.

TABUE 2

Dotails of nstrunm__ts

Natural fre-
Instrument Quantity Range quoncy and Definition

Measured damping ot quantities
system . ...

Rate Gyro Rate of Roll p, zt 5 rads/sec 11 cycles/sec Roll to Btbd. DeSYn trans-
mission system,

j "Air dashpot

Rate Gyro Rate of Yaw r' + 4 rads/sec 0.4 damping Yaw to Stbd. damping.

GyroIs sealed~I !in pressure
Rate Gyro Rate of pitch q, ± 1.75 rads/sec (average) Pitch nose up ! ' boxess

! up~~~s a~ o es.n rm
Z' Normal -1 1 ,1c so Z along missin s-

Accelerometer 1ccelerati 5 g 1 cycles/sec a ision trar

Y1 Acceleration 0.45 damping Along atbd. Friction
Accelerometer along wings 1 g (average) wing ,damping

j (aeae ig ming

Rudder Rudder 10 cycles/soo ft easured on
Desynn angle 1300 0.2 damping stud. rudder

Static error

Altimeter Altitude 0-50,000 ft large In spins

R.P.M. Sngine
gauge Rovoa4 ons 0-15,000 rpm - - "

0.8.A.P. Insatrmnt 16 ra./3ecanera Dils 1Sroese---

Timing Tim
Clock Seoonds

The instrument readings wero prosonted, and Lhotographed by a
G.S.A.P. omera, in an auto-observer installod in the front sterboerd
ammiticn bey.
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The three rate Mr~os were mounted in the part front ammunition bay
to measure rates of roll pitch and ya about the aircraft body axes.
The aooelerometers wore as oloso to the C.G. as possible in the pert rear
bay, to measure accolerations along the aircraft Z' and Y' body axes;
their measurements wore prosentod by tho Desynm system on receivers in
the auto-obsearver. The actual -osition of the accelerometers was 2.5 ft
in front of the C.G. and 1.5 ft to part. Small correotions are therefore
neoessary to the spin acceleration rcoords to obtain the actual aircraft
acoelerations at the C.G.

3.2 Body Axes System of Measurement

The aircraft body axes are atually at right angles and originate
at the aircraft C.G. (The X' axis is defined in figure I.) Positive
directions of the angular velocities and accelerations are defined in
table 2 and figure 2.

Suffioient measurements were made about and along the aircraft axes
to enable oaloulations to be made of the acceleration and gyroscopic
stresses In the spin, on airframe and engine respectively. Hoasurement
of the X1 acceleration was not made as spin measurements on other aircrafti
have shown it to be small. The stresses on the aircraft in the spin are
discussed in a later section 6.32.

The sketoh of figure 2 shous the body axes system in relation to the
spin geometry. The space attitude and motion of the aircraft can be
calculated from the body axes measurements if a steady spin is obtained.
The method of calculation is as described in section 4.

4 The 'Brotct el Spin
It has been shown 2 that a close- approximation, considerably simplify-

ing the spin geometry, can be mad,. by postulating that the Z' body axis
intersects the spin axis. Anyr departure of the wings from the horizontal
position can then be obtained by yatring the aircraft about the Z' axis as
shown in the diagram of figure 2. The follosing relationship apply:-

p' = 0 a os X (1)

r' = 0 sin a (2)

q' = oos a sin X (3)

from (1) and (3) tan X (1 ... d (2i)n
a' r = t ..

from balance of horizontal forces

R _- -A geo-s

(Note) R as calculated is from spin axis to Z acoelrometer.

Helix angle of 0.0. ==tan YI VDend aerodynamio sideslip o = 07 - y

Where sin 6 sin oos a.

-6-
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(I

These relatioaships are true only for steady spins, in rough osoillatory
spins where the angular velo ties and aooeleraticns are rapidly ohanging
they do not apply.

However mean angular velocities and accelerations own be obtained
from the records from which the moan attitude and rate. of rotation in
the oscillatory spin can be calculated.

In general the Vanpire spins were ver oscillatory and the calculatod
space quantities suiarised in table 3 are intended to give a general
indication of the aircraft's mean spaoe attitude and motion in the
oscillations of the third and fourth turns.

5 Flight Tests

5.1 Method of Test

Spins from straight and level flight were oommenoed by throttling
back the engine and reducing speed until the aircraft was near the stall,
when the spin was entered by applying full up elevator and full rudder
in the required direction of spin.

Throughout the tests the particular aircraft used showed a. left wig
drop at the stall and this affected the entry to the spin in each direo-
tion and probably the eventual roughness of the spin.

The pilot attempted to hold on full rudder throughout the spins
but on some ocoasions buffeting caused the rudder to move from the stops.
As far as possible throughout the spins and recoveries the ailerons were
kept central except In the case of spins (records 7, 14, 15) whae
aileron was deliberately applied.

Except where stated otherwise, recovery from spins was by normal
reoovery action (full opposite rudder and moving the stick forward until
the apin stops) the aircraft rocovering into a steep dive, often over
the vertical, from which a 'pull out' was made.

Care had to be taken that the 'pull out' was gentle as the aircraft
tended to stall due to the acceleration load and spin again.

6 Results and Discussion

The auto-observer records of the spins and recoveries are presented
in figures 3-16. All measurements made ar3 plotted on a oonmm time base;
time zero corresponding to an instant at the stall just prior to entry to
the spin. The first part of the 'pull out' only is shown at the end of
the records.

Table 3 sumarises the results obtained in the spins and the mean
spin quantities calculated from the results.

All spins show a comson feature in that there is an increase in theI spin angular velocities and accelerations as the spin progresses. All
spins, with the exoeption:of that with anti-spin aileron applied, were
oscillatory; the violenoe of the osoillations varying with the altitude
of the spin, the applied oontrols, and the spin direction. In general
spins to starboard were rougher than to prt.

The record show that the oscillatios ar primarily in roll and
pitch (about body axes) and are. cyclic with jach turn; increasing in

amplitude up to the fourth turn of .he spin. There Is some indication
from the records that the oscillations have reaohod mazim= amplitude
at the fourth turn of the spin.

Sr-.7-
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The altitude records show large errors in the spin dus to the
attitude at which the pitot static is worldng; mean rates of descent only
are obtainable from these records.

6.1 Noa .

Normally entred spins consisted of two and four turn spins at
different altitudes as recorded in figures 3-6, 8-11.

In the twb turn spins, figures 3-6, the records show that the spin is
not fnlly developed, the maximum angular velocities measured being 3.2
radians/seo in roll, 1.25 radians/sec pitch and 1.1 radians/sec in y'..
The four turn spins figures 8-li are directly comparable. These records
show that spins at 35,000 ft altitudt are considerably less oscillatory
than at 20,000 ft. In the normal four turn spins at 20,000 ft the highest
angular velocities recorded aru, 4.15, 1.5, 2.0 radians/sec in roll ymw
and pitch respectively. At 35,000 ft altitude the corresponding peak
angular velocities recorded are 3.9 (in reocovery), 1.3 and 1.3 radians/soc.
The normal acceleration in the spins was small not exceding I '3' at
35,000 ft and 1.6 '' at 20,000.

Taking mean values from the records for this acceleration and for
the angular velocities and rate of desccnt after 3-4 turns of those spins,
the spin quantities shown in table 3 have been calculatcd. The mnan
incidence is in the range 26-310 and the rate of rotation 2.0-2.4 radians/
sec.

These spins can therefore be described as steep oscillatory spins in
which the oscillations are predominately roll and pitch about aircraft
body axes. In the very oscillatory spins the incidence range in the-
oscillatory motion is probably from 20-600, and thQ wing tilts 'inner
wing dotn' to angles of the order of + 300 or moru during the oscillations.
The results confirm the pilot's susmary of those spins as follows:-
"All spins were fairl.- stoop with the nose of the aircraft averaging
about 300 to the vertical. The spin to the right was faster and rougher
than to the left, and the lower the altitude the more oscillatory was the
spin".

The spin oscillations are further discussed in a later section 6.31.

6.2 Spins from- ' 4 Stalls

ij Spins from 'g' stalls were entered from turning flight the turn
being tightened until the aircraft stalled at abo t 1.6g, when rudder
was applied in the direction of spin. The spin records figures 12 and

13 indiOate that from a 'g' stall the spin development is quick and high
I, angular velocities occur in the first turn. Coparison of these sp~is

with normally entered spins show that spins from 'g' stalls can lead to
the higher stresses in the first two turns.

6.3 S &ius- with Apled 'Aileron'

Figure 14 is a record of a spin entered at 30,000 ft from straight
and level flight with 'pro-spin' aileron applied throughout the spin.
Pigure 15 is of a similarly entered spin with 'anti-spin' aileron applied
('anti-spin, aileron is aileron in opposition to the spin direction, e.g.
stick right in a left hand spin).

The reoords show that aileron application has a large effect an the

spins, the spin with anti-spin aileron being almost steaA7 (figure 15).

In this spin tho rato of roll sham an almost steady increase and the

-10- L
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rate of pitoh is 'nose clown' With ony small oscillations present. In

this steady spin the rate of pitch does not becoe positive as in the
0ase of the oscillatory spins.

The calonlated aircraft motion and attitude in space in this spin
is shown in figure 18; the spin was sufficiently steady ft these
oaloulated results to be aoourate values.

The spin witn pro-spin aileron was oscillatory with a 'build up' and
angular velocity range similar to that in the normal spins.

6.4. The SPin Reooveries

There was very little asymmetry between reooveries from eaoh direction
of spin, from four turn spins in either direction reoovery time never
exoeeded 3.5 seconds. (Reoovory time is defined as time elapsing botwoun
applioation of opposite ruddor to roduotion of rate of yaw to loss than
0.2 rads/seo). There was no indioation that when normal rooove- action
was applied the reoovery was other than positive at either altitude.

The reooveries using 'pro' and 'anti-spin' ailaron in oanjunotion
with normal recovery action show little differenoe in reoovery time, the
applioation of anti-spin aileron being slightly more favourablo to
reoovery. Thin result is in agreement with predictions of aileron effeot
for the aircraft based on model tests3.

Figure 16 is a reoord of a spin in which restrioted oontrol movements
were used in reoovery. It will be seen from the reoord that with oentra-
iheed rudder only, and stiok forward for reoovery, reoovery has not taken
place in 7 seoonds, whereupon the pilot applied full oppsiter rudder and
effected reoovery. This spin and reoovery was repeated by another pilot
who applied 50 of opposite rudder in reoovery ation, funll recovery then
being effected after 8.8 seoonds. (Rudder traoe figure 16a.)

These results are a measure of the aircraft's ability to reoover
from four turn spins and show that reoovery is doubtful when 'opposite'
rudder is not used, and delayed for 6 scoinds when only 50 of anti-spin
rudder is applied.

These results show that while reoovery is quite satisfactory from
four turn spins by normal reoovery action, the margin of safety is not
high if the oontrols are mis-applied in reoovery action.

6.5 GenEal Discussio

Oomparson of the four turn spin results for the Vampire with those
of other aircraft shows the Vampire to have one of the mst oscillatory
spins yet measured. ibdmination of the spin results shows the oharaoter
and possible oause of the oscillations, and indioates that the oscilla-
tions may load to high stresses in the engine and portions of the airfrome.
These features are discussed in the following sections.

6.51 T SPin soillations

The angular velooities and aocelerations, and aerodyamic foes
and Ints acting on the aircraft throujiou the spin, are dependent
on the aircraft's motion and attitude in spaoe during eash turn.

Use of the relationships of soction 4 to give aircraft space attitude
of motion at my instant in a sami-iosillatOry spin can SLve approximate
values naly. Such results however oan be most useful In mking a fair
reoonstruction of the osoillatory motion of the aircaft in spaoe during
the spin. - 11 -
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This has bean done for the semi-osoillatory spin of figure 11, the
calculated angles of inoidenoe, wing tilt, rate of rotation and spin
radius obtained are plotted o the same tijn base as the spin measuremants
in figure 17.

T rom figune 17 the aircraft's space motio in the oscillatory spin
can be reconstructed as follows:- At time 6 seconds n the record the
aircraft's inidene is decreasing to roach its minimum at tim 8.0 sces,
during this period the rate of rotation increases and its principal oom-
panent rotation in body axes is in roll, whsh therefore also increases.
The 'outer' wing is down and this gives ris to a nose down rate of pitchabout body axes (lee figure 2 and equation (4) section 4). Peal, rate of
rotation and minimum incidence doour together and the wing tilt is chahn -
ing from 'outward' to 'inwardt. Tho spin incidence then increases and
the rate of rotation decreases; during this phase the wring tilt is inward
(giving rise to nose ug rate of pitch about body axes) until just bufore

maximum incidence is reached, when the wing tilt becomes 'outer' wing down
onoe more. Viaximum incidence, minimum rate of rotation and roll about body
axes are coincident and then the oscillation cycle is repeated with a
reduction in incidonoo accompanied by an increase in rate of rotation, a
turn of the spin being completed at time 10.6 seconds en record.

This reconstruction of the motion agccs wAth pilots' reports of the
oscillations in that the peak rate of roll occurred when the aircraft was
in a near vertical attitude and was a minimum when tht aircrafts incidence
was at its maximum. The reconstruction also shows that, the wing tilt is
changing from 'inwards' to 'outward' in a cyclic motion during each turn
of the spin.

The inoideoe At the 'outer' wing tip during the spin oscillations

has been calculated from relationship ati, = a - tan :I- . The

results (figure 17) show that in the steep incidenoe, high rate of rota-
tion phase of the spin oscillations, the outer wing must be unstalIled

* for a short period and then restalls as the incidence increases. The
occurrence of this unstalling in phase with the oscillations would prevent
any possible balance of the spin couples at small incidence in the spin.

A steady spin was only possible with anti-spin aileron applied in
the spin; oalculation of the outer wing tip incidence in this spin shows
that it is unlikely that the outer ing tip unstalls. The calculated
space attitude and motion in this spin is presented in figure 18; the
spin vias steady enough for the calculation to give accurate space
quantities.

Comparison of the space quantities for this spin with the mean
values obtained for the semi-osoillatory spin with neutral ailerons,1figure 17, shows that the primary effect of the applied anti-spin aileron
is to makm the wing tilt more negative. This implies that simultanoous
balance of the spin couples in roll, yaw and pitch requires a steady
negative wing tilt in the spin (i.e. negative sideslip), and when this
is not obtainable, in spins with neutral ailerons, on oscillatory spin

!t results.
6.52 'The _tessas oan Airat o

In the Vampire oscillatory spins the high angular velocities In

conressor and txwbine disc of the engine. Tho 41agnitudo of the couple
depends on the angular velocity of the aircraft fuselage axis, the engine
revolutions, and the polar moment of inertia of the rotating part .e.

Ocuple = I Jr'2 + q,2 x engine r;volutions.

- -12-
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This couple has two effects on the engine:-

1. A direct stress on the rotating discs and couplings, and a resultant

shaft load on the engine bearings.

2. Fatigue of the rotating parts of the engine.

In the case of the Vampire spins at 20,000 ft altitude, the maximum
angular velocity of the fuselage axis recorded was 2.35 radians/second,
and the engine idling r.p.m. was 4,700 r.p.m. In spins at altitude
35,000 ft the maximum angular velocity recorded was 1.48 radians/second
and the corresponding engine idling r.p.m 7,800.

The standard technique before carrying out test or practice spins
is to throttle back the engine speed to idling r.p.m. which is of necessity
increased with increase of altitude. Fortunately spins at altitude are
less oscillatory and the two effects tend to cancel out, in the case of
the Vampire the results show that the gyroscopic couple on the discs nd
shaft of the engine is slightly, greater at the higher altitude.

In an accidental spin such as might occur in combat the aircraft
could spin with the engine at full r.p.m. and this combined with a violent
oscillatory spin would be the critical stressing case for the engine.

The gyroscopic couple is such that with each revolution of the engine
the disc flange and attachment bolts arc alternatively put into tension
and compression. This factor may have to be considered in assessing the
fatigue life of the engine if Vampire aircraft are to be used rcgularly

for practice spins.

Acceleration in the spin, at the aircraft C.G., duo to the aircraft's
space motion, are small; thu normal acceleration did not exceed 1.6 Ig' in
the spins and that along the Y' axis 1.0 Ig'. Accelerations, at parts of
the aircraft distant from the C.G., due to the aircraft's own rotations
can be large, particularly at tho wing tips and the outer wing tank
position. This is due to the high rates of roll as measured in the spin.
In the spin of figure 9 where a Oeak rate of roll of 4.15 radians/seoond
occurred, the outer wings tanks have 6.2 'g' acting outwards on them due
to roll and 0.63 'g' duo to rate of ya; this is in addition to the Y'
acceleration at the C.G.

6.53 The Physiolo&oa Effect of Violent §Rins

In the more-violent oscillatory spins the motion had an effect on
the phsioal senses of the pilot. The principal effects noted by the
pilot were dizziness and disorientation, principally in recovery, and as
an after effect, a reluotnce to apply much normal 'g' in the pull out
from the recovery dive.

The disorientation principally manifested itself in inability to
foouss the eyes for a short period and this may be attributed to the high
rates of roll occurring during spin and recovery.

The physical effects of the violent oscillations are acceptable for
experienoed pilots but raises the question of their possible confusing
effect on inexperienced pilots practising spinning on the aircraft.

7 Oone guio

All normal spins, up to four turns, of Vampire VZ835 were oscillatory.
The oscillations were primarily in roll and pitch about aircraft body axus
and cyclic with each turn of the spin.
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Tech. Note No. Arro.2278

High angular velocities woro .rcoordod in the osoillatory spins;
maximum values measured woro: - angular velocity of tho fuselage axis
2.35 ra*dians/sooond, and rate of roll 4.15 radians/second, in a spin at

* 20,000 ft altitude. Spins at 35,000 ft wao luss oscillatory.

"ieconstruotion of the space motion during the oscillatory spin shows
* that peak rate of roll and mnimum incidence, minimim rate of roll and

maxiimn incidence occur in phase in the oscillatiouns.

Anti-spin aileron applied throughout tho spin had the effect of
making the spin almost steady; with applied pro-spin aileron the spin
was oscillatory.

Recovery from the four turn spin by normal racovory act ion was alvrays
satisfactory. With rudder only centralized instead of reversed, recoverd,
was doubtful.
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Tooh. Notu Y~o. Acro,2278
LOTl 9Zm SW

radians/seoond, rate of rotation of aircraft about vertioal spin axis

*a degrees, wing incidence to vertical at piano of symmetry

VD ft/se6ond, vertical rate of descent

VF ft/second, air speed along flight path

RC.G. ft, spin radius (aircraft ontrc of gravity to spin axis)

y degrees, angle of holical path of C.G. to the vertical spin axis

X degrees, angle of rotation of wing, about normal Z' axis, from the
wings horizontal position( * 'innor' wing down)

e degrocs, angle of tilt of wing to horizontal plano (as suen in a film
view of spin from side, and positivo inner wing down)

degrees, aerodynamic sidoslip anglc (i.c. anglo which rc.lativc rind
makes with the aircraft plano of symetry, positive for inward
sideslip

p' radians/socgnd, rato of roll of aircraft about X' body axis (+ to
starboard)

q' radians/secoond, rate of pitch of aircraft about Y' body axis (+ nose
up)

r' radians/second, rate of ym of aircraft about Z' body axis ( to
starboard)

Z'g, acceleration in 'g' units along Z' body axis ( + upwards)

Y'g, acceleration in 'g' units along Y' body axis (:- starboard)

N aerodynsa ic force normal to qwing chord

W Ib, aircraft weight

A lb ft 2 , Rolling moment of inertia.

B lb ft 2 , Pitching moment of inertia.

0 lb ft 2 , Yawing moment of inertia.
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Toch. Note No. Mero.,2278

No. Mto Title, eto.

I T, H. Kerr and Yodel and Full Seale Spinn~ing Tests on a
D.A. ennisConventional Straight Wing .Arcraft

Reiport kero.24M0, February 1953.

2 8.3. Gates and The Spinning of' tA.roplanes.

L.W7. Bryant R e. kr 1001, 1927.

3 D.J. Harper The Influenoo of Polling i1cent on the Spin
and Re oovory as Observed in .1bdel Spinning.
Tests.
R..S Report No. ihoro.23 6 5.

Atahd Dkgs: 29606s to 29623s
Detachable Abstract Cards

Adane t ribgu q:

AflAR~D(Res)
ADSR (Rec)
DGTD (A)
TPA3/TIB -150

DARD

DDARD
ARD (Structures)
FJRD(Aroraft)
M-ZRD(AF)

ADRM~2

I.PL (Ao Div)

RTO at De-Havifland A/C Oo -2
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